We’re here for you.

Work can be stressful, especially in a hospital, and even the most experienced professionals can be affected by traumatic
events, or become overwhelmed by the ongoing daily stress of doing their jobs. Sometimes the best support for these
types of situations come from the people around you who can really understand what you’re going through.

Support U is here to help.
When you need support
The emotional stress you may feel after a traumatic
event is called second victim syndrome and can be similar to
post-traumatic stress disorder. When stressful events or
unexpected outcomes take place, recognizing that you need
a little support is the most important first step to processing
difficult decisions or even painful emotions.

You should reach out if you feel like:
•
•
•
		
•
•
•
		
•

You want to cry or yell.
You are hiding how you feel and it is overwhelming.
You can’t pay attention to your tasks or what
others are saying.
You are getting annoyed and angry easily.
You are afraid or feel guilty.
You are having unusual physical issues that
could be stress-related.
You are having panic attacks.

The Support U team is made up of CHKD peers who are
available to offer reassurance and support to providers
who may need help. These volunteers can include physicians,
nurses, pharmacists, pharmacy technicians, respiratory
therapists, social workers, and chaplains. Each member is
dedicated and trained to support peers who need help,
advice, or are suffering from second victim syndrome.

Get involved

Email Support U program coordinator, Karen Mitchell at
Karen.Mitchell@CHKD.org to get involved and become part of
Support U.

How Support U works
The Support U team is free, confidential, and available
24/7 whenever you need it.

Text (757) 376-9812 to reach a Support U team member.
SupportU@CHKD.org

